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LETTER

Blow My Twenties with
the Sookmyung Times
"If chosen for the Sookmyung Times, I promise to do my best and that the Sookmyung Times would take precedence over other tasks."
These were my final words during my interview during the SMT cub-reporter recruitment. Five semesters have passed since that
day, and now I have been with the magazine for six semesters. After joining the Sookmyung Times, I realized the job was completely
different from my thought or idea about being a reporter. There are five scheduled meetings, and three of them are for revising and
correcting articles, which means continuous rereading of articles, especially for typos. Also, I recall multiple rejects by interviewees
despite going to see them and carrying a heavy camera. I was also scolded numerous times by senior members, claiming that I didn’t
really care about my task at hand. Despite these memories, I am very thankful for the opportunities the Sookmyung Times gave me. I
met many alumnae and talked with so many others in order to gather the news for fellow Sookmyunginas. In the end, the SMT made
me gain a greater sense of responsibility.
To be the editor-in-chief of SMT required various skills and abilities. It is not only about writing articles, but doing administrative work
and sometimes encouraging other reporters. During my term as editor-in-chief, I had a lot of support and kind advice. Professor Ahn
and Professor Matilda always presented ideas on how to write better and increase readability for readers. Also, if it hadn’t been for the
help and teachings of senior members, I couldn't have done as well. Lastly, I would like to extend much appreciation to two individual
reporters in particular: Heejin and Jieun Oh. There were many sudden events during my term as editor-in-chief at SMT but with their
encouragement, I was able to work confidently. To the younger junior reporters: Sieun, Yeeun, Jieun Kim, and Sumin, I am sorry I
couldn’t pass on more wisdom or spend more time together with you other than at SMT activities, but I am confident you will grow
to become great mentors and academic journalists. Along with these, I’d like to offer my heartfelt thanks to my family and friends to
installing upon me energy to complete each new edition successfully.
Lastly, a tremendous show of gratitude to all readers of SMT! Thank you for taking the time to read our articles and inspiring us to
become better reporters. I promise to continue my growth as a person and become more than a mere former editor-in-chief of SMT. This
is the last edition I will work on at SMT, but rest assured all of our reporters will continue to do their best for our Sookmyungian readers
and all other faithful readers. I hope you, the readers, continue to enjoy SMT throughout the year. The end has come. It’s been a brilliant
five semester term with the Sookmyung Times! And I vow to continue my faithfulness by becoming an avid reader as well.

Hong Ha Sunwoo / Editor-in-Chief
smt_sw94@sm.ac.kr

Good Bye
2015,
Good Bye
SMT!
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Donation of Talent to

Change the World

Were the soldiers able to follow a ballet

Ballet looks elegant and flawless. I mean,

athletes have not been able to participate in

class successfully right from the beginning?

what are the hardest aspects of being

international contests. With ballet at military

Also, could you share an event, one that

a ballerina or ballerina and how do you

training facilities, I hope to ensure they still gain

remains with you right now from when you

overcome them?

equal opportunities as those ballerinos outside

Park Sunwoo

first started teaching?

• Student of Department of Dance ’05
• Assistant Professor of Department of Dance in Sookmyung

Before having tried ballet, soldiers claimed

beautiful poses. However, to do those poses, there

men in ballet tights looked silly and even pitiful

are 2 things one must overcome. The first is weight

due to the embarrassing clothes they had to

management. If a dancer were fat, the pose would

wear. Moreover, the soldiers said they couldn’t

change. Therefore, ballet dancers have restrictive

understand dancers’ strange motions. However,

diets and they must check their weight daily. In

after having tried ballet, they were surprised at

short, there are times when one must endure the

the level of difficulty. Ballet, they learnt, is not

strenuous exercise on little food intake. Also, dancers

as simple and elegant as they expected. It

must battle a war within themselves. They must learn

required much physical strength. I still recall the

to fight the urge not to practise. They also have to

moment I taught a strong pose in class. Several

judge their appearance on their own and overcome

other poses were hard, but for this one, soldiers

any weight issues. In order to win this battle, I think

fell down or (grinning) looked like monkeys and

positively. There is no better way to overcome stress

ALL PHOTOS FROM PARK

Imagine a ballerina or ballerino. The dancer is holding her/his hands up and standing straight on the tips of her/his feet while
moving gracefully with light steps. Also, picture the dancer wearing white clothes that oscillate in time with the music now
doing breathtaking spins. Typically when we think of ballet dancers, we think of women; however, today there are a growing
number of soldiers taking up the art of ballet from Sookmyung’s alumnus, Park Sunwoo. In December the Sookmyung Times
met Park Sunwoo to learn about her donation of talent for soldiers as she strives to change the world.

You are the first person ever to establish a

was sure ballet would be an effective training

mimes. In retrospect, I extend full appreciation

than to think and use positive reenforcement. Thanks

ballet class in the military. What motivated

method that is enjoyable.

to those soldiers who attempted to follow the

to my endeavours and hard work, I have achieved my

course despite the level of difficulty for them.

dream to be a ballet teacher.

You have been donating your talent every

This sounds like the just the start of your

Saturday for the last 5 months. Teaching

passion to introduce ballet to the world.
What are your goals for the future?

you to teach the art of ballet to soldiers?
There have been so many sorrowful incidents
recently in the military. Also, my brother has
now entered the military to complete his

4 _ The Sookmyung TIMES

At first glance, ballet does look graceful because of its

The idea of soldiers engaging in ballet
does sound bizarre.

What advantages

does ballet have for soldiers?

military service, so it left me feeling that all

Outside the military, people have various ways

the soldiers, do you gain a sense of pride

men serving as soldiers were in a sense my

in which to relief their stress, but because

in yourself?

brother. My first visit to see my brother during

soldiers are confined to military training areas,

his military service was eye-opening. I noticed

they are unable to break through their stress.

various clubs such as baseball, basketball, and

Ballet is all about expressing your opinion, so

even swimming. However, the mood among

it makes people feel mentally comfortable.

the troops was cold. Indeed, military life should

Also, as it is physically demanding, it enables

be harsh, but it could also be enjoyable. The

them to gain more strength and flexibility.

only thing I could do to help ease their stress

Compared to the harsh soldier training, ballet,

during their military service term was to donate

despite being tough, enables soldiers to relax

my talent. I thought that since it was unique,

their muscles. Ballet can also reduce fatigue

it could be seen as creative and innovative. I

and correct posture, which sometimes hinders

was sure that although soldiers would suffer

their performance as soldiers.

from awkwardness, it would train and develop

some soldiers have claimed they feel taller than

now only their physique but also their mind. I

before trying ballet.

Interestingly,

of Korea. Last, I hope to continue teaching ballet
as a recreational club for soldiers if allowed.

Would you please give some advice for
Sookmyung students?
Sookmyung Women’s University was a
dream come true.

After receiving notice

of acceptance, I felt more valuable. Frankly
speaking, as an undergraduated student,
majoring in dance, I didn’t realize how
special Sookmyung was, but I now know
its greatness and regret I took it for granted.
After graduating from Sookmyung Women’s
University, I appreciated how, compared to
other universities, much Sookmyung does for
its students. To be honest, I didn’t enjoy my
twenty’s years due to practise, so if I could say
just one thing to my fellow Sookmyungians,
enjoy campus life, experiencing various things
through club activities, listening to diverse

I am going to continue to study about effects

lectures and double

Before starting the class in January, I prepared for

of ballet education. I know that ballet could

major.

the course for over 6 months and was in constant

benefit all our lives, so I want to introduce people

contact with the Ministry of National Defense

to the advantages of ballet. Therefore, I plan to

and professors. I began the first Saturday in July

establish two things in the future. The first is to

of this year. Engaging in the program, I feel happy

make learning ballet compulsory in elementary

and have gained close familiarity with each of the

school. I hope to write a thesis paper on the

students in the course. Contact with people is

reasons why ballet should be mandatory in

warmer than words. Also, letters of appreciation

elementary school. Next, I want to establish an

for my teaching make me develop pride in what

activate ballet corps training camp in the military.

I am trying to accomplish. Through me, attitudes

Unfortunately, a lot of ballerinos have had to give

towards ballet have become positive, which is

up their dream of being a ballet dancer due to the

the ultimate purpose of the course.

mandatory military service term. Many talented
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ON SMU

Pick A Lecture, Any Lecture: Special Career Lecture Series

Good Riddance Lectures for Sookmyungians

In November, Sookmyung Women’s University opened a special lectures series for
Sookmyungians. Nice special career lectures were offered at the Institute of Career
Development Center including lectures on national examinations and leadership. On
November 10th, five lectures were offered. The Institute of Career Development Center
explained the purpose of the lectures as means by which Sookymungians could ease
career choice dilemma and gain assistance from alumnae. In line with their objectives,
all lectures included a speech and a Question and Answer session with Sookmyung
alumnae. One lecture detailing the Foreign Service Examination informed students
not only about the examination, but also about other ways to work globally. At a
media career lecture, renowned announcer, Kim Minjung, presented students with
insight into the world of media and offered serious advice to students considering a
career as an announcer. One participant at the Foreign Service Examination lecture,
Gong Nayoung, Division of Business Administration ᾽15 said, “It was so helpful. I
learnt that the school offers special courses directed at helping students prepare for
national examinations as well as other ways to work abroad, which were things I’d
never considered before.”

Six special lectures for Sookmyungians were held on the second foundation campus
of Sookmyung Women’s University over a 3-day period from Tuesday November
17th to Thursday 19th. The lectures, all presented by the Admissions Planning
and Management Center under the name Sookmyungians’ Self-development and
Strengthening Ability Program, were enjoyed by participating students. According
to survey results by the Admissions Planning and Management Center, students
worry most about their future careers, getting a job, academic grades, and doing a
presentation. The center opened the lectures to ease students’ concerns. Hwang
Heedon, faculty of the Admissions Planning and Management Center, said, “Through
the lectures, I hope students gain the wisdom to enjoy their 4 years at university in a
healthy and at ease state of mind.” All lectures presented interesting topics and issues
such as ̒A+ Methods to Studying and Writing Better,’ and ̒ Persuasive Speech, the
right way.’ Also, out of the six lectures, 4 were presented by alumni and currently
enrolled students, so it was particularly more useful and helpful to Sookmyungians.
In particular, Park Hyunju, a participant in the lecture on presentations from the
Department of English Language & Literature ’13 said, “I registered for this lectures
because I am very weak at doing presentations. This was a good chance to learn how
to convince an audience and convey my opinion effectively.”

PHOTO FROM SMNEWS

Kim Rey Yeeun / Reporter
smt_dklj@sm.ac.kr

The First Ever All-Night Reading Event

Time to Look Back On Life

On November 12, an all-night reading event was held in CC Plaza, which is on the 5th
floor of the Main Library. It ran from 7 p.m. to 6 a.m. the next day, November 13th.
On the 12th, Kwon Seongwoo, a professor in the Department of Korean Language &
Literature, lectured on the subject of ‘Reading Books Happily, the Charm of Reading’
from 7 p.m. to 8:40 p.m. He stressed the importance of reading for university students.
The all-night reading started from midnight and lasted until 1 a.m. From 1:30 a.m. to 5
a.m. participants joined together to find book treasures and show appreciation for certain
works. Kim Suyeon, Manager of the Academic Information Service, explained the
reason for the event. “Nowadays, university students use the library only during exam
preparation periods or for doing homework. We wanted to give students the chance to
read for pleasure and to gain an interest in books the library stocks through the all-night
event.” She also expressed expectation that students would come to the realization that
books are the basis of living. Lee Heawon, Department of English Language & Literature
’13, said, “I decided to participate in the event because I wanted to make a special memory
at the library by reading. Also, I selected The Sorrows of Young Werther because I hadn’t
finished reading it yet. I thought by participating I’d find the time to complete the book.”
About 60 students participated in the event and SMARTeer helped manage the event.

On November 24th, Sookmyung Leadership Competency Development Center hosted
an autobiography contest at the Samsung Convention Hall. The event has been held
annually since 2013. Before it was hosted as contest, students’ writings were published
in book format and the book was titled ‘The Story that Changed Me.’ The head of the
Leadership Competency Development Center, Chang Yungeum, said, “Students can
achieve their dreams if they reflect on their life seriously. The purpose of this program
is to make Sookmyungians reflect on their past events and design a new present and
future.” Compared to last year when a total of 110 students took part in the contest, this
year saw 136 Sookmyungians participating. 30 students received awards, and 6 were
acknowledged as contest winners. First prize recipients received 700 thousand won. The
contest was limited to students who completed both competence development courses this
year, and participants were subject to two types of evaluation: their autobiographic writing
and a presentation on the writing experience. Lee Seunghyeon, Department of Statistics
’13 said, “When I heard that I got a prize, I was surprised because I didn’t think my writing
was good enough as they were only done to meet my assignment requirements. Writing
this autobiography, I was able to look back on my beautiful past. Still, I think if I’d written
more, I would have thought about myself longer and more deeply.”
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PHOTO BY PSE

Park Kang Sieun / Reporter
smt_sieun@sm.ac.kr

PHOTO BY OSM

Oh Lee Sumin / Reporter
smt_ohsumin@sm.ac.kr

PHOTO BY KJE

Kim Seol Jieun / Reporter
smt_kje@sm.ac.kr
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Kim Oh Jieun / Culture Section Editor
smt_oje@sm.ac.kr

Kim Ray Yeeun / Reporter
smt_dklj@sm.ac.kr

Sound of
Sookpoong, the
Korea

Kkwaenggwari, Janggu, Taepyeongso, what do all of these
traditional instruments have in common? Not sure? Here’s
a hint: people played them and still play them during the
farming season. Now do you know? Pungmul* of today is
very similar to that in the past, but it is rare to see Pungmul
as it once was. But there is one way and it’s right here
for you to view at Sookmyung’s club, Sookpoong. The
Sookmyung Times met Go Minjeong, Head of Sookpoong, to
learn more about the club and its activities.

PHOTOS FROM SOOKPOONG

www.facebook.com

of the performance, which is likely why I truly enjoyed the performance. There
was a part in the performance, called the ‘Solo Noreum’ where players are
given the chance to show their skills to onlookers by playing their instruments
alone. This year I had the chance to do so, which is another reason this year’s
performance was probably my most memorable one.
Other universities have Pungmul clubs as well. So, what makes
Sookpoong different from those ones?
At other universities, the Pungmul clubs are not recognized clubs on
campus. They are clubs specific to a particular department and the

Title
Type
Main Activities
Scale Presently
Recruitment Info
Homepage

Sookpoong
Sookmyung’s Official Campus Club
Performances both on and off campus
Currently 34 Members
Every March and September (Twice a month)
https://www.facebook.com/sookpoong

Would you please brief us on Sookpoong’s activities and tell us a
short history of the club?
Well, the club gathers twice a week to practise and to teach newer
members how to play the instruments. On school vacation, we go
to Imsil Pilbong Viliage to learn from professional musicians for one
week. Also, we perform at school festivals and off campus venues. In
the past, Sookpoong was not a recognized school club. There were
several performing groups at each college, hence the name was
‘Sookpoongyeon’ or Sookmyung Women’s University’s Pungmul Union.
However, over time, these smaller groups started to disperse and
eventually they all disappeared. Then in 2005, two alumni travelled to
Imsil to learn about Pungmul and from 2006, they established a new club
by recruiting first year students, which led to today’s Sookpoong club.
Sookpoong participates at various events like the Haeorum
Festival, but it also does off campus performances. Among all
the events you’ve attended, which one is the most memorable?
In my case, this past September’s performance was the most memorable. I
participated in last year’s September performance, but at that time, I was a
frosh. This year I was put in charge of the event’s preparation and performance.
Following my lead, my fellow club members planned and advertised the whole
performance. As the member of the planning, I felt like I was the main character

clubs have formed unions. The problem with this setup is that only
students in their respective departments can join the department’s
Pungmul club, so club members share close bonds, but the members
in the union of clubs are not. On the other hand, at Sookmyung, our
club is an official club on campus, so we recruit members from every
department, and thereby establish bonds across departments. Indeed,
that means our club membership is smaller than a union, but we
share closer and deep fellowships. During our performances, former
members drop by and sometimes join the performance. In addition,
thanks to our small membership size, when we perform off campus, we
are able to communicate with off campus people more comfortably. By
this communication, we ask them to perform with us at our stage.
Lastly, would you like to leave any final words for your fellow
Sookmyungians and the frosh entering in 2016?
First of all, I would like to offer my deepest apologizes to Sookmyungians
for all the ‘noise’ we generate during practise. However, we know you
empathize with the sound and wish to thank you for your support and
encouragement, which has made Sookpoong what it is today. I also
appreciate your attendance at our performances and we could love to
see you at and participating in the club activity. To Sookmyung frosh
and all my fellow Sookmyungians, please know that Pungmul exist
really near to us. You are not just watching a performance; you are part
of it, so join us anytime. Also, while performing, we can often be seen
cooking near the stage. The food is not solely for our club members,
audiences are always welcome to taste our treats. So do not think the
performance is unfamiliar, just come and enjoy with us.

That Spoon
In Your

PHOTO BY KYE

Mouth

*1. Instruments for Korean traditional percussion music
2. The name of the first of six performances done by the namsadang (groups of men who roamed the countryside during Joseon dynasty, entertaining with music)
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What do you call people in their twenties who live off their family’s wealth? Among many phrases, ‘born with a
sliver spoon with one’s mouth’ is the most commonly used one. Nowadays when the phrase is spoken, it is usually
uttered in a bittersweet tone. People tend to lightly joke about other’s wealth, but at the same time, they tend to
bitterly reflect upon their own finances. Similar to the silver spoon saying, is the neologism ‘dirt spoon,’ which is
spreading like a wildfire.

Dirt Spoon, Plastic Spoon

job. Daehaknaeil 20s lab’s revealed that today’s the younger generation
has prepared for or attained 5.2 qualifications (licensed certificates) per
person. However, preparation for a single qualification requires more
than 216 hours of part-time employment at minimum wage to pay for
the preparation. Also, even 48% of the employed labor force receives
less than 2,000,000 won per month. Knowing this fact, these 48% of
people are considered at the level of dirt spoon, which is likely why
this phrase has gained popularity. No matter how hard one strives to
improve her/his financial situation, reality inhibits the individual from
success due to job competitiveness spattered about society for people in
their twenties.
PHOTO BY KYE

Neologism has become more and more common in 2015, and it directly
shows the current state of society. In particular, the younger generations
in their 20s and 30s are often a victim of phrases like ‘dirt spoon.’ The
original saying ‘born with a silver spoon in one’s mouth’ comes from
an aristocratic society where children were fed using silver spoons by
nannies, which indicated the wealthy of the family. The new phrase ‘dirt
spoon,’ however, refers to something just the opposite. In fact, there is
now a SNS test that calculates the metallic type of your spoon based on
your family’s fortune. Spoon types range from diamond, gold, silver,
bronze, down to dirt. A family’s net finances of 2 billion won will find
you at a gold spoon level, 1 billion won at silver, 500 million won at
bronze, and at 100 million, your result will be a dirt spoon. Building on
that results, today’s twenty-year-olds proposed a lower than dirt level,
the plastic spoon level for families who have less than 100 million.
According to an article from the Sookmyung Weekly, 64.4% of students
feel pressured with the amount of demands that are placed on them,
one of which includes preparing for license certificate tests. Most
Sookmyungians would agree that they have no choice but to take
license certificate tests because they are essential when applying for a

Reality Check and Baby Steps

information. However, there is a need to increase these types of
overseas employee network events to help students to find jobs and
get settled in other countries. At Soongsil University, for example, the
campus has an alumni association network in the U.S. especially for
people working in IT that helps Soongsil University students find jobs
and adapt to live in the U.S. Sookmyung should also set up forums
for overseas promotions and establish overseas alumnae networks.
By doing that, Sookmyung’s current Mentor-Mentee program could
be incorporated into the networking system and better help students
trying to adapt to new workplace and environment.
Students need to overcome thoughts of defeatism. Many university
students have what it takes to become someone of importance in the
world. They need to realize they are not dirt spoons. A posting by
Korea University’s Daenamusuph, a community bulletin board, has
touched many hearts with words of inspiration. He wrote that his
parent’s poverty does not matter to him. He is going to plant a tree
with his ‘dirt’ spoon in the name of his parents. Another way to resist
defeatism is Ggumtalk. Ggumtalk is conversation among young
people in which they share their dreams and spark the energy needed
to fuel their path in life.

Something to Carry With You

Bitter Neologism? Tip of the Iceberg

▲ Infoming Overseas Employment and Internship Information

PHOTO BY KYE

www.kmib.co.kr

The main issue with following the spoon level test is that the reason of
spoon class; which is a painful current state of Korean society, is not
taken into a consideration. Now, Korea is a fast changing and different
society. No longer can the young expect to get a job or reach success
by merely being a hard-worker or by simply proposing an idea or two.
Comparing to other more slowly developing nations, Korea advanced
rapidly and then quickly entered a period of jobless growth. It is for this
reason that jobs with less status in Korea are held by low-paid foreign

1. Mun Songee & Jun Hyokyung, “2015 Job Preparation White Paper,” 20s Lab , October 12, 2015
2. Hwang Dongsik, “’Gold Spoon, Bronze Spoon, Dirt…’,” Korea Economy TV , October, 29, 2015
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workers or are done by machines. There are few positions for highskilled job seekers. Unlike the older generations, people in their twenties
live in an era of jobless growth that deals with policies made to solve its
spoon-fed social class. However, currently, quite a few elderly say the
problem is today’s youths’ laziness and lack of creativity. The Ministry
of Labor, which felt the elderly’s ideology to be true, and implemented
this to a new youth foundation support policy, but it failed instantly.
Also, among individuals, defeatism is spreading. According to the National
Statistical Office, 488,000 people are abandoning their search for a job.
After taking the SNS spoon level test, students soaked or trapped overcome
with defeatism. This number of people abandoning the search for a job is
the highest in history, and it is increasing. Surfing the internet, it is easy to
find people in their twenties joining internet cafés called dirt spoon galleries.
They engage in self-mockery and share tips on how to survive as a dirt
spoon. Comments include: “in the winter if you can’t afford to turn up the
heat, hug an electric rice cooker.” They also play dirt spoon bingo to test
their dirt spoon conditions.

PHOTO BY KYE

For those seeking jobs now and in the next couple of years, there is a
desperate need for support because issues with this spoon class will
not disappear any time soon. In one attempt to remove this dirt spoon
idea in Korea, people are looking towards overseas employment. In
many developing countries, Korean women are highly sought after
skilled employees and are appreciated. Hence, many graduate and
undergraduate academically sound students are starting to go overseas
and willing to work from the bottom up in companies because within
just 1 or 2 years, they can quickly get promoted to managerial levels.
Every year overseas employment expositions are held and universities
are providing more information about working overseas as well.
From November 2nd – 4th in booths in front of Myungshin Building,
students were able to receive overseas employment and internship

PHOTO BY KYE

Everyday students work and study hard. Along your stiff road, one
can get a hopeful, encouraging or a supporting quotes. However,
in many times one might find him/herself being skeptical about
those sayings. Great and shiny quotes that does not touch one’s
heart are meaningless; they are no help at all. Hence, to all
students working hard in Korea, whether it be out of pleasure or
necessity, here is a well-deserved pat on the back.

3. Song Hwasun, “5 Billion Won Youth Job Opening, Either…,” DongA.com News , October 21, 2015
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A certain time of the month, you wake up uncomfortable. After going to the bathroom, you realize you’ve
begun your monthly period. Despite the awkwardness of using a sanitary pad and the menstrual pain
you feel, you have to head to school or work. You feel terribly and don’t want to do anything due to a lack
of energy. What you could take your menstrual period off school or work without bothering others? Well,
with leave for women on their periods, you can. However, is this policy just? You might be tempted to
misuse the policy and take advantage of it when you are not on your period or in pain to merely enjoy a
day off or to go out for the day.

Park Kang Sieun / Reporter
smt_sieun@sm.ac.kr

How Can You Make Use of the Policy

grade, excused absences in the name of menstruation showed
no difference with excused absences obtained for other reasons.

Excused absence in the name of

Moreover, female students who used excused absences and received

menstruation is a policy that was

FA warnings—students absent more than 5 times from a course are

erected in 2006 to protect the

given an F—had twice the number of absences than other female

health of female students and

students. Gwon Hyeongsun, Head of the Department of Student

love from women. Universities

Culture at Sogang University, said, “After analyzing the data, we

currently implementing the

found that opposite to our hypothesis that students would use the

policy include Seoul National

excused absence at the same time each month, we found students

University, Korea University, and

used the excused absence periodically in order to have a “free” day

Hanyang University. Interestingly,

from school.”2 In other words, female students were merely using the

the only women’s universities

policy to gain an extra day off school. This case study clearly shows

in Seoul employing the policy

the problems with the policy.

a re D u k s u n g a n d S u n g s h i n
Women’s University. Sookmyung
Women’s University has yet
to acknowledge the policy. Also, Sogang University abolished the
policy in 2008. According to a survey of universities in 2007 when
the controversy begin, 59% of students agreed with the policy at
Chungang University and a mere 1.12% at Kyunghee University.1 There

Excuse d Abse nce

was a huge difference in opinion at the different universities because

www.google.com
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each university employs different regulations regarding the policy,
so while some universities freely permitted its usage, others made it
difficult for women to gain an excused absence.

▲Policies about absence on accoun of menses from each university

Are there any benefits to the policy? According to Sogang
University, when it surveyed usage frequency, menstrual cycle, and

1. Gang Ayeon, “In universities, Absence On Account of Menses Have Been Controversy,” SeoulNews, April 4, 2007
2. Heo Jeongheon, “Universities, Absence on Account of Menses Policy, Pain that Don`t End," Chosun, March 7, 2008
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Weaknesses of the Policy

Another problem with the policy is that it is hard to complete the

through menstruation, so they could fully understand the pain and

in pain. It’s too complicated to use an excused absence.” 6 Besides

application process, so many female students don’t bother to apply

discomfort of women during the period and realize the purpose

the visit to the Center, students who want to apply for an excused

The first problem with the excused absences is that the policy is an

for it. Indeed, while some universities allow the excuses easily, other

behind the excused absence. Park Eunyeong, President of the

absence due to their period must obtain medical certifications from

icon of reverse discrimination in Korean society. Because male students

schools have strict and unclear regulations. For example, while some

Female Student Body at Kyunghee University, said “Forums and

an official hospital and seals of acceptance by several departments

can’t benefit from the policy, it is seen as unfair treatment by men.

instructors do not mark non-attendance, others don’t accept the

education for both female and male students is needed so that

in the university. The red tape that female students must go through

In other words, it triggers conflict between women and men. Also,

excused certificate and mark the student absent for the class according

they could learn to better communicate and understand each

needs loosing.

causing disgruntled feelings is that the policy is being used at co-ed

to professors at Myongji University and Duksung Women’s University.

other. Female students need to learn to be responsible for using

universities, so male students feel at a disadvantage compared to their

In other words, even if they submit the excused absence document, it

the policy properly, and male students need to learn to understand

female classmates. Before Sogang University abolished the excused

might not be accepted and the student would be marked absent for

why it is important to protect love from women and have the

absence on account of menstruation, female students could receive

the day. Because of this, many students don’t bother to go through

policy at school and work.”5 Basically, it is important for each sex to

A grades despite being absent more than 5 classes whereas male

the paperwork to obtain a certificate, rendering the policy and its

endeavour to learn to understand each other.

students could receive F grades when they are absent 5 times. Once

objective useless. Also, because the process is so complex, students

The second problem would best be dealt with by addressing manners.

male students realized that female students were misusing the policy,

feel inconvenient. For example, at Hanyang University, students have to

The policy will only work if students responsibly apply for an excused

the issue became more controversial as men were extremely upset.

submit medical certificates as well as an application form, which needs

absence and not as a means of gaining a “free” day from school. Also,

Gang Mingeun, a student in the Department of Philosophical Studies

to be sealed and presented to the Center of Gender Equality within

if the student misused the policy, she should not be eligible to use the

’04 at Sogang University said, “One day, a bunch of us decided to ditch

3 days after the absence. All documents must then be submitted to

excused absence again or face some sort of penalty. For instance, if a

school to hang out. We were all marked absent, but one student

the professor within seven days. Then, in this case, is the policy really

student abuses the policy, even once, she should be prevented from

who obtained a period excused absence, was not. She lied.”3 This

fulfilling its purpose of convenience for women who are undergoing

reapplying for an excused absence for at least three weeks. Myongji

case clearly shows numerous male students are subjected to reverse

menstrual pain?

University instituted a similar type of reprimand system to prevent

discrimination because of the excused menstrual absence policy.

abuse. The regulation could be operated by a policy like instituting

The second problem is abuse. Although they do not feel any discomfort and

‘accusation policy’ among students to prevent false claims, and ensure

as such can participate in class, female students use the excused absence

the concrete and strict regulations are kept. This would surely prevent

policy to “ditch” school without any consequences. According to research

abuse of the policy. Another possibility would be to check if students

at Chungang University, the number of students applying for the excused

were really menstruating. For example, at Sangji University, the school

absence totaled 194 a day, but on days before holidays like Children’s Day,

is administering urine examinations when students claim to be on

the number rose to 308 and the day after Children’s Day was 371. Also,

menstruating and apply for an excused absence. Of course, the

477 female students applied for the excused absence on alternating days,

investigative process should be easy and simple so that students who

sometimes to enjoy long weekends and to extend the Buddha’s Birthday

are suffering from menstruation discomfort are not forced to endure

Choi Eunsook, the person in charge of the Sex and Gender

holiday. Because there is no need to prove they are inconvenienced due to

more pain.

Discrimination Team at the National Human Rights Commission of

their menstrual period, the easily apply for the excused absence and then

The last problem could be solved by modifying the policy’s

Korea, said, “To protect the rights of women, especially those related

later go out to enjoy the day or take the day to do some extra studies for

regulations. For instance, some universities like Myongji University

to health and social understanding, we need to try to organize

exams or finish up soon to be handed in assignments.

allow the absence, but don’t guarantee its acceptance by professors.

regulations for menstrual excused absences.”7 Menstrual excused

For peace of mind, universities have to guarantee acceptance of the

absences are in theory good policy, but when abused, it brings

excuse. Also, the complex usage processes must be simplified. These

about a lot of problems. Universities have to implement the policy

complex processes only burden sick students. Actually, at Duksung

in such a manner that it can be used conveniently and honestly by

Back Up Supports Needed

Women’s University, due to the complex process of applying for an

female students; also, male students need to learn to understand

excused absence, few female students have ever used an excused

female students’ pain and trust their honesty. Finally, female

To resolve the first problem, campaigns and activities related

absence for their period. Park Sohui, student in the Department of

students need to be honest because the policy was established for

with improving awareness at both the university level as well

Chinese Language and Literature ’15 in Duksung Women’s University,

their benefit and only through their honest use of the policy can it

as the club level. For example, universities and clubs could give

summarizes the discomfort of students, “When we want to apply

be sustained.

chances to male students to experience what it feels like to go

for an excused absence, we have to visit the Center of Healthy while

4

What We Are Needed

▲ Paper of accident absence for excused absence

3. Lee Hyunsun, “Average is 191 in Day, Who is a Liar?” ChungangNews , October 4, 2011
4. Kim Jeny, “Absence on Account of Menses Don᾽t be Implemented Perfectly,” CivicNews , April 1, 2015
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5. Choe Jina, “Absence on Account of Menses, ‘A Pie in the Sky᾽,” WomenNews , June 27, 2008
6. Park Soyeong, “Absence on Account of Menses that Has a Lot of Word and Trobles,” Duksung Women᾽s University News , September 21, 2015
7. Jeon Suyeon, “Absence on Account of Menses, Abolish was Best?” SukangNews , September 16, 2008
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3,000 Won Showing Your Love,
Small Money Saving Many Lives:

Help the Patients by
Buying Christmas Seals
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Specializing in a sensitive area must be
difficult. Have you ever received any
threats or malicious comments? If so, how
do you deal with them?

Kim Ray Yeeun / Reporter
smt_dklj@sm.ac.kr

Everyone has the right to an opinion and

Get Involved,
Get Interested,
And Be

sometimes I have heard threatening and
malicious comments directed at me, but I
do not feel the need to respond. Since my
work often involves conflicts with right-wing
Japanese groups, I have met a number of
haters who strongly disagree with me. If I

Understanding

were to give them my time or respond to their
words, I would be giving them the attention
they seek, so disregard is the best policy.

Seo Gyeongdeok
• Professor of Sungsin Women’s University
• Independence Hall of Korea Public Relations Ambassador
• Consultant for the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism
• National Brand Committee Member
• First Principal of Dokdo School

In an episode of Infinite Challenge, Professor Seo Gyeongdeok travelled to Hashima Island to see Takashima’s Consoling
Tower respecting forced drafted Korean mining worker’s soul. The island was designated a UNESCO World Heritage site
recently, highlighting Japan’s modernization. However, the site was built with the blood, tears, and sweat of drafted Korean
workers. It is known that at present count 800 Koreans died there due to its inhuman working environment. After Infinite
Challenge featured the abandoned tower, Koreans felt the need to fund and volunteer for its renovation in order to preserve
it. The change in attitude of the Korean public was sparked by the show’s popularity, but also by Honourary Ambassador
for Korean Culture Seo Gyeongdeok.

As Honourary Ambassador for Korean
Culture, a well-respected professor, and
holder of other titles, what activities are
you currently involved with?

debunking myths and untruths. I had so many

introduction and promotion of authentic

ease and fun so that teens and people in their

have contacted me for an interview regarding

Korean culture and history. Actually, I have

twenties sense a closer connection to them.

my activities, but few university students

but creating effective and meaningful
ways of achieving that introductions and
promotion, so I am always involved in nonstop

18 _ The Sookmyung TIMES

of support. Since my twenties, I dreamt

Like The Sookmyung Times , many media

have shown any interest in Korean culture
I am sure many people are familiar with
your endevaour from your Twitter and
Facebook accounts. Is there any reason
you have chosen to utilize SNS?

and history, so I have rarely been visited by a
student asking for advice on the subject matter
or a career in this field. Since I am alone in my
endeavor of introducing and promoting Korean

communication with foreign people.

culture and history, I face many obstacles and

I believe keeping the public informed and

troubles. Still, I do my best for the cause and

knowledgeable about historical content is

hope I attract interested students.

important, so I produce short 5-minute videos

Moments when students visit me to learn

about historical figures in order to acquaint the

about introducing Korea to the world are

younger generations with them. The major

Captured from https://ko-kr.facebook.com/seokyoungdukPR

Surely it is not an easy job being the first
person chosen as Honorary Ambassador
of Korean Culture and History. Would you
like to share with us some of the obstacles
you faced and any hardships you worked
through?

Out of the many activities you are involved
with, which one is the most rewarding?
methods I am employing in these videos are

been doing this for the past 20 years. However,

the Hashima Island episode was aired on
Infinity Challenge , many university students
were inspired to see the tower firsthand and
got interested in restoring the tower. Their
participation and interest leads to a butterfly
effect, which is by far the proudest moment.

Every activity I’ve done is remembered and
cherished, but if I were to pick just one, I’d
say when I got the issue of Dokdo Island into
the New York Times . That was 10 years ago. I
did my own fundraising for that campaign,
but that is not why it is so meaningful. The
ad was about Dokdo Island, a very pressing
matter in Korea at that time. The ad was not
created out of personal interest or to promote a

The biggest hardship I faced was the lack

I a m c o n s t a n t l y s t r i v i n g tow a rd s t h e

my goal is not really introduction or promotion,

From https://ko-kr.facebook.com/seokyoungdukPR

SNS has both pros and cons, but I think the
positives of being able to communicate with a
variety of people outweigh the negatives, so that
is the main reason I am active on SNS. Also, it
offers a great means of advertising my campaign.
With each like I receive, that post is then revealed
to others on the liking person’s account. In other
words, the postings are easily spread to others
and foreigners as well. From here, people will
gain an interest on the subject and postings on
SNS dealing with Korean culture and history will
naturally gain more attention and spread faster.
As a result, many people will try to contact me.

Your work has impacted many foreigners
and Koreans. What is your most
memorable activity?

the most rewarding and thankful. After

of informing the world about Korea and
ideas, but no one would listen. Most of those
ideas were lost or tossed as I couldn’t get any
one to sponsor me. One time, when I was
attempted to establish Korean service at the
New York Metropolitan Museum of Art, I had
to visit over 200 companies and government
branches asking for support. It took about one
and a half years. With each rejection, I refused
to give up and got more determined to make
it happen. That was perhaps the most difficult
event in my life because since that time I have
been able to gain more support from people,
companies, and government branches.

www.google.com
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certain company. It was made purely for public

Korean history study is not the ideal way, but

service awareness so that others would know

it will make people more aware of historical

what Korea was facing. I got involved with

facts, and knowledge of the past will help solve

that project to spread knowledge about issues

current historic related issues as well as spread

within Korea. I found myself very concerned

correct information about Korea to the world.

with each little detail on the advert. Also, during
its creation, many problems emerged and I
worried whether it would even see publication.
However, the importance of this project was
too big to yield. 10 years have passed since
it’s printing, but the impact was huge. People
today are now more well-informed about the
issue and pay attention to it. The amount of
hard work makes me remember it vividly, so I
will say it’s the most memorable.
Even if university student interest in
Korean history is high, most often, they do
not remember all the details. Would you
like to comment on that?
Currently, no university student is ignorant
of the Dokdo Island issue. However, when it
comes to concrete details such as historical
and geographical facts and international laws,
most students do not know much about those
details. Many times the Japanese government
tries to extort the Dokdo issue as if it were
debatable. However, it is not and the fault lies in
Korea and our younger generations. Paying no
heed to Japan’s absurd claims is not the answer.
Koreans, especially university students, need to
point out the flaws in Japanese logic. Before
introducing the issue to the global society,
Koreans need to know the facts about Dokdo,
so being indifferent is the biggest problem. The
rationale and facts about Dokdo can easily be
searched on the Internet, so it is only a matter
of one’s determination to learn about it. On the
Ministry of Home Affairs’ website and on the
webpage for Dokdo School , there is plenty of
information that one can see and download.
Recently, Dokdo School Season 2 has
opened. Would you please tell us a bit
about Dokdo School?
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Dokdo School mostly focuses on elementary,
middle, and high school students. It is a program
in which students visit the Independence Hall of
Korea on a field excursion. The 1-day program
asks students to use their five senses in order to
learn about Dokdo. We created special textbooks
just for the students for this purpose, and we
give every student who joins the program
orange stonecrop, which is a special plant that
grows on Dokdo Island to grow in their homes.
A great number of students are interested in
this program and the demand is high, so it is
hard to meet demand. Also, we need to secure
more locations to meet the high demand. In just
under 2 years, we will broaden the program to
include university students. University clubs and
whole major outings will be able to apply for the
program. Also, individual students will be able to
experience Dokdo School freely on weekends
or in their free time. Textbooks matching the
participants’ level will also be made as well.
Many university students are presently
studying history in order to earn a license
or gain a certificate for use on their
resume. What are your thoughts on that?
It’s great that students are earning licenses

What are your goals for the future?

Hong Ha Sunwoo / Editor-in-Chief
smt_sw94@sm.ac.kr

THE SOOKMYUNG TIMES

All I Want for Sookmyung in 2016

5

Sunwoo, the reporter with SMT had never seen so many placards as what were posted in
front of the Myungshin building since entering Sookmyung. Over the last few months,
there have been many incidents that have hurt Sookmyungians’ self-respect and love of the
school. However, these situations have brought alumni, upper year students, and lower year
students closer together over concerns. The Sookmyung Times asked four Sookmyungians
from different majors and school year what they hope to see from Sookmyung in 2016.
www.google.com

Of course, I would like to keep doing what I am
doing, but I am planning on directing my focus
towards foreigners and ensuring they know
Korean culture rather than just enjoy it. Knowing
and enjoying are two completely different
things. I’ve been working towards making
Bibimbab an internationally treasured dish, but at
the moment on those who visit Korea Town eat
it. I hope that eventually it becomes an everyday
commonly eaten dish
at home for dinner.
I think that would
truly be globalization
of Korean food, and

Choi Jae-I (Department of Japanese Studies ’15)
Because I didn’t see much Sookmyung’s promotion in my 3rd grade of high school, I would hope
that the university sparks life into publicizing our university. So for the 2016 school year, Sookmyung
needs to get creative with promotion techniques so that more highschoolers will try to take
Sookmyung’s admissions test. In addition, despite the numerous grievances posted about campus,
there are few formal setting debates. I hope Sookmyung takes a more active role in attempting to
establish communication between students and school authorities.

Kwon Nayoon (Division of Business Administration ’14)
It’s my wish that in 2016 Sookmyung become or active in promoting the university. Compared to
other universities, our school doesn’t seem as concerned about student enrollment. I would suggest
Sookmyung promote itself by attaching sticker posters on subway cars and issuing banners on
internet websites. With more promotion, Sookmyung would attract more talent studnets, which
could later bring more respect from the public to the school.

I hope to work on
this goal until it is
achieved. That is my
biggest goal.

though they are merely doing it to flower their

What do you think is a proper view of
history?

resumes. They will gain valuable knowledge

The best way is to view history is to look at it

through the license exam preparation. Of

objectively. Right now, the Left and Right are

course, studying it because you want is ideal,

fighting, and many people are asking for my

but through this way, students will become

opinion. However, being objective and putting

more aware of historical facts, which will help

oneself in other’s shoes is important. We need

solve current problems. I’ve been working

understanding, must acknowledge differences, and

hard to make Korean history testing obligatory

try to make the best out of every situation.

and certificates on Korean History license even

SOOK
TALK

Yoon Eunji (Department of Social Psychology ’13)
Since entering Sookmyung, I’ve often heard the word communication and many people and school
authorities speak of its importance. However, is there real communication between Sookmyung
and Sookmyungians? I haven’t quite seen it. The dictionary would define 'communication' as talk in
which 'there is no misunderstanding between parties.' In 2016, I hope Sookmyungians are able to
see better means of ‘communication’ with Sookmyung.

Lee Jeonglim (Department of Public Administration ’12)
I would like Sookmyung in 2016 to receive more praise than complains in order to foster a bright and
positive atmosphere for its students. In a positive atmosphere, each student increases self-respect and see
worth in being a Sookmyungian. Also, I hope professors and students will be able to more openly share
their thinking in classes so that courses become active, rather than passive, lessons. My biggest hope for
2016 is that the school increases its good-hearted Sookmyungian community continuously.

on the university entrance exam. Obligatory
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- Debate Topic -

External Activities,

Is participation in off campus activities mandatory?

Blooming Flowers or
Poisoned Weeds?

www.google.com

Nowadays, most first year students ponder whether or not to participate in off-campus activities. They are
undecided because they cannot guarantee the activities will benefit their futures. Sookmyung Women’s University
offers students numerous chances to join clubs such as leadership groups and the student council as well as
administration interns. However, off campus, a lot of university students are also participating in activities. These
clubs are more various in their scope like education, music, and so on; however, some people insist that they are
also a waste of time and effort. The Sookmyung Times invested students’ opinion as to whether they are the flowers
to university life or poisons that hinder school life.
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Yoo Reonjin
Department of English Language & Literature ’15
lavieenrrose@naver.com

PRO

Kim Youngin
Department of Media & Communication ’15
youngin2222@naver.com

Recently, most university students are engaging in some sort of

In South Korea, there are so many off campus activities for university

international activity. International activities are those that are

students that it would be impossible to count them all even using

offered by institutes not officiated with their university. They are

both hands; thus, websites have been established to arrange the list of

seen as important and considered essential prior to applying for a

available activities and recommend suitable activities to students. This

job. Keeping in line with this trend, there are now numerous diverse

has come about because many people think off campus activities are

international activities available to university students today.

important to university students. However, they are not essential during

International activities are chances for students to experience diverse

our university life.

things, which is something that every university student needs to do

First, it distracts students from their studies. Students spend way too

before graduating. In accordance with this fact, international activities

much time on those off campus activities than studying because they

have systematically structured and secure programs that are geared

require much time and effort. Typically, the activities require students to

specifically towards university students. Indeed, students can have

work on a project from start to end, which can hinder the amount of time

similar experiences on campus but the scope is limited. Through

on school work and result in low grades. Students do not have enough

international activities, students are able to experience multifarious

time as it is to study their majors properly. It is hard to do both; therefore,

things they can’t experience at university.

students need to choose between studies and off campus activities.

Next, students can meet new people. International activities are held

Students must face the fact that it is their job to study hard.

throughout many regions and at many universities. In other words,

Second, some off campus activities have lost their original purposes.

students can meet people from different domestic and international

People say that all the club was doing was drinking alcohol. For instance,

regions and learn about life at other universities. Students can then

one club was established to do volunteer work, but the students only

share information and learn things like regional and international

halfheartedly volunteer for others; they mostly drink and mess around

cultures, traditions, and so on. Also, they can make new friends and

playing games. This type of behaviour is inappropriate for the individuals

expand their social network. Besides, most international activities are

and for society as well. Moreover, some organizers use the activities to

operating with groups of people. Therefore, students can learn the

promote products and/or the company. They target students on SNSs

dynamics of a group and how to cooperate with others.

because they need them to endorse their products or the company.

Lastly, students can find their aptitude. Students can experience many

Finally, these club activities do not necessarily ease job searches. Most

interesting programmes through participation in various international

university students do off campus activities with the idea that it will help

activities, which helps students become familiar with other fields besides

them get a job later, but companies set limits on the number of certifications

their major. Moreover, students can investigate their field of study to a

of participation on submitted resumes and some companies do not care

deeper extent, beyond what is presented at university. These attributes all

about that at all. What is important is school grades and a well-written

help students determine whether or not they are a good fit to their major.

cover letter. Off campus activities are secondary items when preparing to

For the aforesaid three reasons, I agree with doing international

get a job. It doesn’t guarantee a job. In conclusion, it is unnecessary to do

activities. They offer students a chance to experience diverse things.

off campus activities as they take away from studies, they have lost their

Also, they help students meet new people and find their aptitude.

original purposes, and they do not aid in job hunting.
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bikes. Once the 3-hour time was up, there is a late charge at 1,000 won per hour. Despite the late charge,
the reporter still felt like she was renting a bike free, compared to Han River Bike Rental Services, which
cost 3,000 won per hour. Her bike was numbered 7, which she had to remember in order to return it to the
proper stall after completing her bike ride. Once she’d make payment at the ATM, she set off on her bike ride.

EXPERIENCE
Chang Chun Heejin / Society Section Editor
smt_jha@sm.ac.kr

From Han River Bridge to Yeouido Park

Get Physical to
Think Brighter
Doing assignments, group projects, and other school related things are considered heavy burdens by students as they
take students’ precious time. As most work requires deep thought, students are likely to consider physical activities
less important than mental activities. Especially, outdoor activities are much harder for university students because
they require students to take time out of mental-type work to physically go outdoors. One The Sookmyung Times
reporter, thought something there must be more than just mental work, so she decided to ride a bicycle.
ALL PHOTOS BY CHJ

An SOS from the Body

Cheaper Price, Better Service

Like most university students in November, the SMT reporter felt
burdened by the load of work she faced daily. Right after midterms,
she found herself suffering dizziness for two days. At the Sookmyung
Health Care Center and after seeing the doctor, she learnt she did not
have a cold, but was suffering from fatigue. The reporter hadn’t
exercised in at least two years. She needed to move, to do something
that would strengthening her body and release her stress. Searching
the internet, the reporter came across information detailing twenty
ward offices in Seoul that were involved with bike rental services. In
Yongsan, she found the Yongsan Public Bike Rental at the Yongsan
Bike Safety Center. Since it was close to Sookmyung Women’s
University and relatively close to her home, she decided to give the
place a visit.

To go to the Yongsan Bike Safety Center, the reporter rode the subway to
Sinyongsan Station. After exiting at gate 3, she arrived at the center by
walking straight for about 10 minutes. Because it was a Thursday and 4 o’
clock, there were not many people. The information signboard said bike
rentals were available daily from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and returns could be
done after 8 p.m. There were two kinds of bicycles that people could rent:
a sports bike in which the saddle was pretty high and a general usage bike,
which most people ride. The reporter opted for a bike that had a basket in
the front. After examining the bike, advice she received from blogs she’d
read, like the state of bike wheels, the height of the saddle, and the brakes,
she determined all was in order and decided on the bike. Each bike was
secured in place by an automated locking device. A long and slim ATM,
where people have to pay 150 won per 3-hour ride was located nearby the
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The reporter head out from the rental area to cross the Han River Bridge. Along the bridge were postings
of famous people’s words; they were attached to the bridge to sway suicide attempts and encourage
people to strive through life. The reporter read postings as she biked slowly along the path. One of the
most impressive was posted by Sister Claudia, aka Lee Haein, “Give me wisdom to do what I have to
do, even if I don’t want to, and not to do something although it is what I want to do.” Reading the words,
she was inspired to be stronger no matter how hard it was or how much she hated to do something. In
the middle of the bridge, there is Noddle Sum Park. Passing there, she was shocked at the bad smell. It
seemed to be coming from the street beside Han River Bridge, which connects to the Han River. The
reporter wondered whether the River was contaminated. After crossing Han River Bridge, she coasted
down the slope on her bicycle. A bit scared but determined, she darted down the incline. It was thrilling.
She forgot all her burdensome list of work-to-do and enjoyed the wind on her face at the moment. After
biking along the city road, she came to the bike path used by bikers when riding along the Han River.
The road connected Yeouido Han River Park and Yeouido Park. Han River and its parks were beautiful
with their red maple trees and pampas grass. Various people were out enjoying the day and exercising.
The reporter took note of an elderly gentleman out for the day and playing his harmonica as he walked
along the pampas grass. The reporter soon felt physically tired because it had been a long time since
she’d done any physical exercise, so she stopped from time to time to rest. Despite this bit of fatigue,
the beautiful scenes and the energy of the people made the reporter concentrated on biking and soaking
in its pleasure. After stopping by Yeouido Park, the reporter rode back to Yongsan Bike Safety Center to
return the bike. Unlike the Han River Bike Rental Service, the rental system operated by ward offices
doesn’t allow people to return bikes to other ward offices. People must return it to the same ward office
where one borrowed it from. She felt a bit inconvenient at having to do this and wished the ward offices
would work together to make it easier for returns.

Manners Maketh Safety

Clear Body, Clear Mind

Although the reporter observed several beautiful scenes while bikeriding, she also encountered some nasty scenes. Some teen bike riders
rode dangerously. They either rode too slowly or too fast so the reporter
had to often brake quickly or slow down to avoid crashing into the rider
in front of her. Also, a number of riders played their music too loudly
or rode no-handed. Even though they were likely confident riders,
the reporter felt their behavior inappropriate and dangerous, especially
if they hadn’t noticed a passerby or if an unexpected event occurred
suddenly. Next, some pedestrians walked on the bike path, not on the
pedestrian walkway that entire path from Han River to the two parks
despite the clearly marked sections: bicyclists and pedestrians. The
reporter had to be constantly alert to avoid hitting people on the bike
path. Rules exist for everyone’s safety and convenience. For safety,
the attitudes of the public need adjusting by campaigns that publicize
responsibility for obeying rules and caring for others.

Before visiting the Center to borrow a bike, the reporter was worried
and thought that borrowing a bike might be a waste of her precious
time. The reporter completed her bike ride in two hours. However,
bike-riding gave her something she didn’t expect: confidence. Just
two hours of bike-riding made her forget her complicated life and
take notice of the simpler things like the scenes around Han River
and the wind along the bike path. Doing this simple, physical
activity enabled her brain to recompose itself. She could clearly
judge what was important and systematically organize her tasks.
Many people view mental work as more important than physical
activities. However, the reporter realized firsthand the power of
physical movement, and that one’s mental health depends on one’s
physical health. To clear your thought, exercise your body.
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Various Superstitions from Germany
There are a lot of superstitions in Germany. In Germany,

during the Medieval period because that’s when the job

people hate black cats, so if a black cat passes in front of

existed. Also, the superstitions like if someone passes

someone, especially from left to right, people believe bad

under a ladder, the person would no longer continue

things will happen. People hate black cats because they

to grow, arose from Christianity because they regard all

Oh Lee Sumin / Reporter
smt_ohsumin@sm.ac.kr

regard black cats as being the devil. Besides, Germans

ladders to be like the ladder that appear in the Bible. In

believe that it is bad toast with water when others are

the Bible, in his dream, Jacob saw an envoy of God climb

Park Kang Sieun / Reporter
smt_sieun@sm.ac.kr

toasting with beer. They consider the act as a vow of

up and down a ladder. It effected many local beliefs, so

death to the other people. When SMT asked him about

local people in Germany believed there were many evils

more common superstitions, Oliver explained one: “One

hiding under ladders. Nowadays, people tend to think

of the most famous superstitions is the one associated

that the evil or demon under a ladder harasses people.

with the breaking of a mirror. You end up getting seven

When SMT asked whether Oliver believed in superstitions,

years of bad luck. This superstition is pretty common

he answered, ”Personally, I don‘t believe in superstitions,

across Germany and is probably still manifested in the

but they definitely cross my mind from time to time. You

minds of people today. In order to reverse the bad

do tend to think of them whenever you hear about them

luck, the person who broke the mirror must pick up the

or when something happens.“ Because Oliver does not

shattered pieces and store them forever or leave the

believe in superstitions, he doesn't have any experience

pieces on the floor the entire day.“

to share with SMT. Still, SMT asked Oliver his thoughts

According to Oliver, there are 3 distinct reasons why

on Korean superstitions like those introduced at the

those superstitions were created and why they are still

beginning of the article. Oliver laughed saying, “cheating

around today. “Superstitions originated during the

on your partner because of new shoes is a very unique

Medieval period in Germany and came from local

superstition. It’s one that I could have never imagined.

beliefs and religion. Christianity had a big impact

I would never believe it though because shoes are

on superstitions,” said Oliver. Superstitions like it is

common gifts to give between friends or lovers in

good fortune to meet a chimney sweeper were made

Germany.“

SOOKMATE

www.google.com

Different Superstitions in
Different Cultures

www.google.com
www.google.com

Oliver Jonas August Hanan
(Germany)
Division of Business
Administration / Visa Student

Have you ever noticed that some elevators in Korea have replaced the number 4 with the letter 'F'? Four is considered to be
bad luck, even causing death in Korea because the number 4 is expressed as the Chinese character 死, which means death.
Have you ever been told not to present your significant other with a pair of shoes in Korea? In Korea, presenting someone
with a pair of shoes could cause the person to run away. Besides these two, there are plenty of superstitions in Korea. But,
do you know any of superstitions in other countries? The Sookmyung Times interviewed three international students from
different countries to learn about superstitions in their home nations.

Same But Diffent Supersititions with Korea, China’s superstitions
Superstition, the Deification of Nature
Dita, from Indonesia, introduced SMT to several superstations

but to locals, particularly those who live in the shadow

in her home country. She focused on people living on

of these volatile volcanoes, it is really important to keep

Indonesia’s most populous island, Java because Indonesia is

the spirits who guard them happy.” When a volcano

a country comprised of over 1,000 islands. In other words,

erupts, Javanese believe it is because the spirit is angry and is

each island has its own culture and superstitions depend on

demanding an offering.

the area where one is from. She introduced the magazine

She went on to say, “Some beaches on the southern coast

to three unique superstitions believed among the people of

famed for their big waves and great surf spots are considered

Indonesia.

sacred because they are associated with Nyai Roro Kidul,

According to Dita, Javanese believe mountains are homes

Queen of the Southern Sea.” According to Javanese belief,

Pramudita Kristikasari
(Indonesia)

to gods, ancient spirits, and supernatural creatures. The

people should not wear green clothing on these beaches.

Department of English /
Exchange Student

belief stems from animistic traditions practiced across Java

Anyone wearing green runs the risk of offending Nyai Roro

long before the arrival of Islam, which is now practiced by

Kidul and, according to legend, could drown in the sea.

the majority of Indonesians. She said, “Tour hikes up certain

Every Tuesday or Friday Kliwon, people who live along the

mountains on Java will be packed with stories by tour guides

southern Java coast, give offerings such as meat, flowers, fruit,

of spirits that haunt the mountains. They comfort people by

and animal heads to Nyai Roro Kidul. She said, “The ritual

saying have no fear for as long as you don’t anger the spirits

might generate a lot of litter, but people don’t seem to care

of Java’s most active volcanoes, including Mount Merapi in

because they believe it makes the Queen happy. Personally, I

Yogyakarta and Mount Lawu, on the border between East

don’t believe in this superstition. In fact, there are often cases

and Central Java, you are safe.” In regard to this, she said, “To

of people drowning at the beach because of the intense

outsiders, these superstitions might sound ridiculous,

waves. It’s pretty dangerous for people to swim there.”
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Zhou Ziyun (China)
Division of Korean Language &
Literature / Exchange Student

When SMT asked about Chinese superstitions, Ziyun
told SMT about common one. “Pregnant Chinese ladies
never use scissors because they believe that if they use
scissors, they will bear a deformed child.“ The Chinese
also have superstitions that are similar with those in
Korea. For example, Chinese people believe that if they
hang the letter 福, meaning lucky, upside down, luck
will pour out to them. Similarly Korean people believe
that hanging the letter, Ipchun Deagil upside down in
spring, the energy of spring will rise up from the Earth
to them. However, there is one superstition that differs
completely. For example, Chinese like the color red and
consider it a color restricted to the King when he writes
his name. However, Koreans believe use of the color red
when writing one’s name signals impending death.
Ziyun said people believe in superstitions from
ancient times. “Ages ago when science hadn’t been
developed yet, people had to imagine explanations
for what they couldn’t explain. Sometimes, people
overheard surprising happenings, they passed
this onto others by word of mouth. These stories
evolved over time to become the superstitions that
we know today.“ Also, the long history of China and its

various minority races could be reasons why China has
so many various superstitions. Because China is a nation
comprised of various races, each has its own traditional
culture. Moreover, the environment in which those
races live have also influenced people’s thoughts and
experiences.
When SMT asked whether she believes in Chinese
superstitions, she said, “No, I don’t believe in them, but
I think they are part of the traditional historic culture of
China, so we should know them even though we don’t
believe them at all.“ Also, SMT asked if she had ever had
a unique superstition experience. She told us, “One day,
taking an elevator, I realized there was no fourth floor. The
numbers went from 3 to 3 plus, instead of 4. I realized it
was related to the superstition that use of 4 in a building
would mean all those on the 4th floor would die.“ Lastly,
SMT wondered what Ziyun thought about Korean
superstitions, so SMT asked her about the presenting
of one’s partner with shoes. She replied with, “Actually,
we have a very similar superstition in China. Although
I’d never believe such a thing, it is funny. I guess it is one
way of expressing the culture of a generation and one’s
hidden desire to separate from her or his partner.”
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it. It was until March that the area got its first
big shopping mall. It’s actually quite huge, and

GLOBAL REPORT

there are many brand shops in the mall. It took
10 minutes on foot from my home to get there.
Therefore, I didn’t need to go to Ulm on the bus,

Lee Hyemin / Guest Reporter (Department of Public Relations and Advertising ‘12)
swhm0304@naver.com

which made life easier.

Course Recommendation
At first, I thought I could enroll in all the

GERMANY,

The Best Choice I Made at University
ALL PHOTOS FR0M LEE

After completing my fourth semester of school, I wondered how to best improve myself. I came across the exchange
student program on our university community website. At first it was really hard to decide which university to apply
because there were so many available and in so many various countries. I thought about it for a long time and finally
chose a German university because I had easy access to other European countries, its standard of living was lower than
other countries, and I heard that HNU does its best to help exchange students adapt to their new circumstances. It was my
first trip ever to Europe so I sought out lots of help from the visa process to housing. After finishing the summer exchange
program, I realized I had made the right choice. Germany and HNU enabled me to have experiences that I would have
never dreamt of before.

International Day and the Culture Fair were

forget their worries. Many people spend time their

courses I wished to take; however, I soon came

most memorable. Students were given the

time there; it is typically filled with smiling families,

to know there was a limit to the number of

opportunity to introduce their home countries

couples, and friends. HNU has few buildings, but it

students who could enroll, especially for more

and universities. Some students wore traditional

has a huge wide lawn. You can smell the soil and

popular courses like those in the Department

outfits while others presented onlookers with

the grass throughout the campus, which doesn’t

of International Marketing. As a result, I had

traditional sweets or snacks. I also took pride

really happen at Korean universities. Some friends

to continuously adjust my timetable. The

in wearing traditional Pungmul and presented

even saw wild rabbits and hedgehogs wandering

International Office staff said courses were

students and professors with items such as

about on campus. There is also a lake situated

first come first enrolled. Since all exchange

Korean bookmarks, sweets, and postcards. We

nearby the university. To get there it takes just 5

students submit their requests at the same

were able to visit other nations without actually

minutes by bus. There you can swim or enjoy a

time, I couldn’t really determine how the

traveling to them in person. HNU’s international

beer with friends. During the summer semester,

school officials decided who came first.

office held a quiz game for everyone on campus,

I stated at the Donau-residenz, not the dormitory,

Hence, you should keep this in mind when

and I was lucky enough to win a prize.

so I had to take a bus each day to get to school.

trying to apply for courses. The most beneficial

Because HNU is so near to Ulm, students may

Still, I loved my place. In the house, 6 people lived

course I took was Intercultural Management.

take courses at Ulm University. It was fabulous.

on the same floor and there were two toilets

The course offers practical knowledge about

Students have the chance to experience life at

and one kitchen. Fortunately, I was able to get a

Western countries and discusses how Western

two different schools. Also, students have the

room on the ground floor and only had to share

people see Eastern people. I can now tell

opportunity to enroll in sports from swimming

the toilet with one other girl. There was no need

the difference between a German and an

to riding at Ulm University. The classes are very

to buy kitchen utensils and household items like

Italian. In this class, the professor focuses

HNU,
a University of Possibilities

nearby attractions and played games with other

popular, so if you want to enroll, you need to

chairs or a desk lamp because the house owner

students. Also, students were given German

on discussion so students are expected to

be quick. Although there are additional costs

prepared them for us. Also, a housekeeper came

language lessons and there were presentations

share their ideas with local German students.

One interesting thing about HNU is its location.

to enrolling into those activities, most of them

daily to clean the house. The best thing about

about important aspects of school life.

Although Communication Project is also an

only cost 10 Euro for the entire semester. It

living in the residence was the opportunity to

interesting course, it was really difficult. In

is also easy to get to. In Germany, the state

make friends. Unlike at a university dormitory, you

that course, the professor gave us two project

pass allows up to 5 people to ride the train,

can make friends with others sharing the same

choices: HNU MBA Program and Sustainable

bus, and tram in that state very inexpensively.

floor. I made a great friend. Her name is Karolina,

Day. Our team chose the MBA Program but

HNU students usually purchase two state

and I had the chance to get to know her Patrice as

all of us were international students. Although

tickets. When you buy a ticket in Neu-Ulm,

well. We often cooked and had dinner together.

professors shared German data, our group

you buy a Bavaria ticket and vice-versa. I made

Patrice couldn’t eat Korean spicy food, but Karolina

couldn’t really understand the German MBA

excellent use of both tickets when I travelled

really liked it. At the school festival, we exchanged

program. Regardless, I took a lot of things from

to nearby area like Munich, Nuremberg, and

gifts. I miss them terribly, even now. Although

the course. My only final advice is that before

Stuttgart with my friends.

Also, because

most of my words are words of praise, Neu-Ulm

registering for a course, truly investigate the

the Memmingen Airport is not far from the

does not have many shopping places nearby

course’s objective to see if it is a fit for you.

It is located in Neu-Ulm, Bavaria in the southern
state of Germany. It is possible to go from that
to it, Baden-Württemberg. Neu-Ulm is a small

choose to enter the Business and Economics

Various Opportunities for
International Students

town and the university is located near Ulm,

Department or Information Management

HNU makes many programs for us. During

which is in Baden-Württemberg. By crossing

Department. Nevertheless, it is still to enroll in

the Donau River, we arrive in another city. HNU

the other department lectures. Unlike at Korean

state right over to the next state situated next

summer semester, there are International Flavor
Week, international day & fair. International

is a university of Applied Sciences. Therefore,

universities, HNU starts its summer semester

students send their countries’ dessert recipes

it focuses on practical fields, especially Health

from the end of March, and it holds a three week

and other students can order it from cafeteria

Management, Information Management, and

orientation program for exchange students.

Business and Economics. Visa students can

During this long orientation, foreign students

offers a variety of programs to foreign students.

university, I hopped on a plane to visit Italy

can collectively solve paperwork demands

During the summer semester there is the

and tutors help them with important aspects

International Flavor Week, an international day,

like registering at the residence, signing up for

and a culture fair. International students prepare

courses, and applying for a visa. Thanks to tutor

their nations’ most sought after desserts, and

Life in Neu-Ulm

local students, as well as international students,

The university also offers various programs for

Neu-Ulm is small and quiet. Something you cannot

are given the opportunity to taste them at the

exchange students. In my case, I joined a tour to

experience in Seoul. I usually went to the Donau

school cafeteria International Flavor Week.

River to rest. It is very beautiful and makes people

and fellow students, everything seems easier.
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menu on International Flavor Week. For me, HNU

and English at a reasonable price.

Country

Germany

University

HNU (Hochschule New-Ulm University of Applied Sciences)

Qualification

TOEFL IBT 79 or German over B2 for German classes, / Overall GPA 3.0/4.3

Program

Exchange Program

Recruitment

Second Recruitment

Requirement

Applicants must complete at least one semester at Sookmyung before applying
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Non-Governmental Public Diplomacy

SMTRACING
Chang Chun Heejin / Society Section Editor
smt_jha@sm.ac.kr

The Korea-France

01 Forum

Sookmyung Women’s University has long been

Kim Oh Jieun / Culture Section Editor
smt_oje@sm.ac.kr

Bonjour!

PHOTO FROM PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICE

Sookmyung, My Friend

Minister of France Fleur

03 Pellerin Presented with
Honorary Doctorate

working as host of several institutions that hold

Fleur Pellerin, Minister of Culture and

the Korea-France forum.

On November 27th

Communication for France became the first

2012, a ceremony marking Sookmyung’s joint

ever French-Korean minister. After entering

auspices with the Korean Foundation (KF) at the

the political world in 2002, Pellerin has worked

Korea-France forum was held at the Sookmyung

diligently and sincerely at each new position

Administration Building. The France-Korea forum is

she held for three years. Sookmyung Women’s

a private high-level consultative body co-hosted by

University first made a connection with Minister

KF and Institut Français des Relations Internationals

Pellerin at the 10th Korea-France forum.

(IFRI)* in France. More than 40 diverse current

Sookmyung decided to bestow upon her an

Korean and French political, economic, social,

honorary economics doctorate because of her

and cultural issues are discussed at the forum.

leadership role in presenting Korean heritage

Sookmyung Women’s University participated in the

to France. The ceremony to commemorate

forum as a joint host in the 10th forum in 2013 and

the honorary doctorate was held on October

organized the 11th forum on its campus. Recently,

8, 2015 at the Samsung Convention Center in

Sookmyung joint hosted the 12th forum with KF

Centennial Hall.

and IFRI on June 25, 2015.

2015, 2016, and 130, what is the connection among these numbers? Need a hint? They are all related to
France. Korea and France have enjoyed a long association since 1886. 2016 marks the 130th anniversary
of amity between the two nations, and 2015-2016 has been named the year of mutual exchange between the
two nations. The tie between France and Korea can be seen at Sookmyung, too. You may have notice the
large number of French students on campus, but in addition to that, there are plenty more things that show
the good relationship between Sookmyung and France. The Sookmyung Times investigated Sookmyung’s
partnership with France.

The Friendship Begins
Sookmyung Women’s University has held lots of
events and managed several education programs
promoting French culture and language.
Compared to other universities, the actions
of Sookmyung have set it apart. Sookmyung
has played a strong role cultural exchange
between the two nations and influenced the
Korean government by active nongovernmental
diplomacy to ensure a favourable Korean
impression be left with French officials and
visitors. Here are some of the ways Sookmyung is

The Korea-France Young

02 Leaders Forum

French Cultural Events

04 and Lectures

The Korea-France Young Leaders Forum

‘Francophone’ refers to people who speak French or

sprouted from the Korea-France forum co-

a French-speaking nation. Annually on the 20th of

hosted with KF.

On January 27th, twenty

March, a commemoration day for French language

students from Sookmyung managed operations

and cultures is held by all French-speaking countries

of a forum at Institut d'Études Politiques de

in the world. ‘La Francophonie’ is organized by

Paris called Science Po.** The event was

people who speak French and love French culture.

comprised of three distinct parts: discussion on

The Korea Cultural Institute of Sookmyung Women’s

the political relationship between North Korea

University hosted a joint event to celebrate ’La

and South Korea, talks on the culture industry

Francophonie’ in 2013 and 2014.

of Korea, especially dialogues on K-pop, and

invited diplomates and others from embassies of

conflicts between the elderly and the younger

French-Speaking nations in Korea, the cultural arts,

generation based on Confucianism ideology.

the business sector, and so on. In 2014, the Korea

Sookmyungians and French students enjoyed

Cultural Institute arranged the ‘Tunisian Mosaic

the opportunities to discuss and communicate

& Handcrafts Exhibition’ at the Chungpa Gallery

with people from all kinds of backgrounds,

in Renaissance Plaza, which enabled students at

cultures, and viewpoints.

Sookmyung Women’s University to get closer to the

PHOTO FROM
PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICE

The school

culture without having to leave campus.

communicating with France.
PHOTO FROM PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICE

* French Institution of International Relations: the main independent research and debate institution
dedicated to international affairs, based in Paris, France
** Paris Institution of Political Studies: public research and higher education institution in Paris, France

www.google.com
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HEAD TO HEAD

What Do You Think about Last Month's Articles?

Education

01

Department of French
Language & Culture

The Department of French Language & Culture
has three specialties that students can choose
from: French Language, French Literature, and
French Culture. Professor Ida Daussy is a France-

No. 323 NOV 2015
THE SOOKMYUNG TIMES

administration department at a restaurant, or in the

curriculum for one year and then apply for the

hospitality industry. Students interested in furthering

joint study program in the Management de la

Park Yelin / Division of Business Administration ‘15

their knowledge may apply to the Le Cordon Bleu

Culture in Paris Dauphine after completion of

Hospitality MBA, which focuses solely on Hospitality

2-years of course work at Sookmyung.

I was really impressed by the article about Sookmyung FC. I loved the fact that all players were women. Also,
it’s exciting to know the club hosts the K League Cup annually with the Korean Football Association! Next
month the Cup will be held, and I am definitely going to be there cheering them on. I might even consider
applying for the position of Cup photographer. Let’s go Sookmyung FC!

and is the recognized for its expertise in the area by the
Korean Ministry of Education.

Lee Eunji / Department of Food & Nutrition ‘15

expat living in Korea, which gives students the
opportunity to directly speak with a native French
speaker. Moreover, courses like French Culture
& Art Policy, Francophonie Area Study, and other

03

cultural management courses guarantee students

Le Cordon Bleu is part of the French Culinary

in the Department attain an academically high-

Bakery Institute, which has 56 campuses in 28

level of cultural study. The department hosts

countries throughout the world. Le Cordon Bleu

annual events like the Chanson Competition in

Sookmyung Academy is the only one in Korea,

May and French Plays in the second semester of the

and it was established at Sookmyung in 2002.

school year. It also hosts the Beaujolais Nouveau

It is only the second campus in Asia, and it has

Commemoration Event at the Han Sangeun

had approximately 2000 graduates over the last

Lounge in Centennial Hall the third week of every

thirteen years. Every teacher at the academy is a

November. Every student on campus is eligible

foreign chef who has worked at a five-star hotel

to attend and enjoy free cheese and wine, French

kitchen, so students learn from observation and

poetry recitation, the Changson Competition, and

through a translator. Completion of all courses,

special lectures from upper year classmates.

of which there are 90, earns the student a
diploma. Anyone 18 years of age or older may
apply to the academy.

02

Department of Le
Cordon Bleu Hospitality
Management

type of specialty in the Department of Culture &

French Cultural Management
at the Graduate School of
International Studies

Tourism. The department was established in 2007

Graduate studies in French Cultural Management

Le Cordon Bleu Hospitality Management is one of

after discussion between Sookmyung Women’s
University and Le Cordon Bleu, a world famous
Culinary and Food Service Educational Institute. The
objective of the department is to cultivate hospitality
management experts who understand the hospitality
industry and will later enter fields related to that
industry. 80% of the curriculum centres on field
studies and the remaining 20% are academic classes.

04

were established in 2007 through a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) with Paris Dauphine.
The purpose of the program is to nurture cultural
exchange experts. The program is taught over
five semesters. Applications are accepted
every March and November. The best part of
the studies is the option to participate in the
joint study program with Paris Dauphine, so

France

Graduation requirements include the completion of

two separate internships: a basic 300-hour internship
and a second 480-hour advanced internship. Students

have the option of working at various franchises, in the
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Because I’m not good at speaking or reading English, I’d never picked up an edition of the Sookmyung Times
before. However, after a friend’s recommendation, I browsed through the SMT’s web magazine publication. I was
surprised. The content was interesting, especially the article on small weddings. The article sparked my interest
in smaller weddings, so I shared the advantages of a small wedding with my sister who will marry next year. From
now one, I’ll always be a devout reader of the Sookmyung Times, and I hope many other Sookmyungians take
more interested in it.

Le Cordon Bleu
Sookmyung Academy

students can enjoy cultural exchanges and
attend business schools in France. Each year,
four students are selected for the joint study
program. Students learn the Paris Dauphine

www.google.com

Good Friends, Sweet
Fruition
France is a nation with great culture and
arts. It is also a permanent member of the
UN Security Council. With Sookmyung
Women’s University playing an important
role in non-governmental diplomacy,
relationships between Sookmyung and
France have been steadily established. Also,
students are able to enjoy a wide range of
possible future careers by majoring in
French Language & Culture because there
are numerous French-speaking countries
throughout the world. Lee Myungin,
Student President of the Department of
French Language & Culture said, “French is
an internationally commonly used second
language, coming second only to English
in international organizations like the UN
and FIFA. By learning the French language
and French culture, I think students could
become more competitive in lots of areas.”
Sookmyung Women’s University is actively
communicating with universities located
in French-speaking countries.
Moon
Siyeon, Korea Cultural Institute Director
at Sookmyung Women’s University said,
“French language as well as cultural
communication is the key to Sookmyung’s
development and worth.” With the trend to
focus on engineering, specializing in French
language and other languages could be
the differentiated competitiveness of
Sookmyung Women’s University.

SMT Photo Contests
Junior with Me
Kang Hyewon / Division of Business Administration ‘11
I registered for the class Everyday Life & Global Etiquette. This is a picture of me wearing Hanbok. I am
wearing Hanbok because the course objectives are to learn proper greeting mannerisms and do perform a
tea ceremony properly. The person to my left in the photo is a lower year classmate. Her name is Yu Seojin,
and she majors in Child Development & Welfare. Because I am a 4th year student, I rarely have the opportunity
to meet and get to know younger classmates. The course gave me such an opportunity. I made a lot of
friends and got to know plenty of lower year classmates. We had a great time in the 2-week course. It was an
unforgettable experience.

FROM
이름

숙명타임즈를 읽고 나서…
(이 달의 좋았던 기사, 커버이야기 등)

영문 이름
학과
학년 / 학번
PHONE
E-MAIL
숙명타임즈 후기를 작성하신 분은 3월 20일까지 smtimes@sm.ac.kr로 보내주세요. 추첨을 통해 상품권을 드립니다.
기사 아이템, 사진, 의견 등 숙명타임즈에 전하고 싶은 내용은 언제든 smtimes@sm.ac.kr로 보내주세요.
After writing a postscript for the Sookmyung Times, send it to smtimes@sm.ac.kr by March 20th.
We will send you a small gift if your entry is chosen. Also, you can send ideas and opinions about articles or other topics, anytime via smtimes@sm.ac.kr.
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See, Hear, and Taste Kimchi

MUSE ON

The entire building is not part of the museum. Museum Kimchikan is located on the 4th, 5th, and 6th floors. The museum is comprised of 12
sections, with floors hosting 4 sections each. In some areas, people can make Kimchi using a digital game without having to get your hands

Oh Lee Sumin / Reporter
smt_ohsumin@sm.ac.kr

coated in red from the marinade. Also, there is Kimchi store room where all kinds of Kimchi are kept and even there is a place where you can
taste-test three different kinds of Kimchi. The museum does have docents, but they are only available four times a day: 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, and
4:00. Also, the group needs to have at least 10 people before the tour will begin. If you are unable to join a docent tour, explanations about the
features in the museum are aurally available. In order to borrow the auditory equipment, however, you must leave your social security card at the
information desk. It is returned to you after giving back the equipment.

2
www.google.com
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Also, besides its exhibits, Museum Kimchikan offers various Kimchi making programs for all ages and nations. The museum provides every
participant with a Hanbok, Korean traditional clothing. Before joining these programs, though, you need to make a reservation 2 days in advance,

For over 3,000 years, there has been one dish that has accompanied every family’s meal in Korea. Still,
from region to region, it has been prepared differently using different ingredients. Therefore, it comes
in a wide variety of palates. In addition, in the past, this food served as a staple of people’s nutrition
during winter when there wasn’t much to eat. It is fermented and stored, so in Korea many families keep
a special refrigerator just for it. Have you figured out what it is yet? Right! It’s Kimchi.

and depending on the type of program you are interested in, the cost and time are different. Therefore, before heading there, you should check out
the Museum’s website for concrete information. Interestingly, professional martial arts fighter, Akiyama Yoshihiro (Chu Seonghun) and his daughter
Chu Sarang have even visited Kimchikan Museum and reported a great time making Kimchi while filming KBS TV show The Return of Superman.

One of the World’s Top Food Museums
The Pulmuone Kimchi Museum, which was established in Samseong-dong Trade Center in 1986, was reopened on April 21, 2015, in Insa-dong as Kimchikan Museum. This is Korea’s first ever museum focusing

The Way to Koreans' Taste

solely on Kimchi, and it has a history of over 30 years. The museum is often featured on worldwide media, and
in March 2015, the Museum was selected by CNN as one of the world’s top 11 food museums, the only one

There are two facts about Kimchi that not even most Koreans would know. First, Kimchi was originally called Jimchae. The word jimchae means to soak

from Korea. Despite the lower number, compared to Koreans, non-Koreans interested in Korean food, most of

vegetables in brine. The word evolved to chimchae, dimchae, and timchae over the years. It finally became kimchi. Second, Kimchi was not originally

visitors are foreigners. Also, most of the rest of visitors are children who came to the museum along with the

red. Originally Kimchi was white because it did not include red pepper powder paste. A long time ago in Korea, there were no red peppers, so people

parents or teachers. As it’s rarely crowded, you can look around the Museum leisurely, and on the 5th floor,

soaked the vegetable in brine and vinegar. However, after the Japanese Invasion, red peppers were introduced into Korea, and Kimchi became red and

there are café and open garden, so you are free to relax and enjoy your time. Therefore, if you are looking for

spicy. Let's go to the Museum Kimchikan that we can know more about Kimchi.

something unique to do with friends, younger siblings or cousins, the Museum is a great place to visit. There

Getting to Kimchikan Museum is not difficult but there is no car park, so taking public transportation is more convenient. The easiest way to get there is

PHOTO BY OSM

by subway on Line 1. From Sookmyung Women’s University, walk down to Namyoung Station and hop on the subway train headed in the direction of

you can enjoy various Kimchi, look at exhibits, and participate in a program of your choice.

Jonggak Station. After getting out of the station via Exit 3, just head straight for about 5 minutes on foot. You will come to Kumkang Shoes. Go straight
for about 200 meters more along Insa-dong street and then turn left. Likely the first time you are trying to get there, you might have difficulty because
the street is crowded and the museum is located in the middle of the main street in Insa-dong.
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PLACE

Seoul, Jongno-gu, Insa-dong, 35-4

EXHIBITION PERIOD

Open All Year Round (Except for Every Mondays, January 1, Lunar New Year Holidays, Chuseok Holidays, Christmas Day)

WHEN

Tuesday – Sunday 10:00 A.M. to 18:00 P.M. (Final Admission 17:30)
July – September 10:00 A.M. to 19:00 P.M. (Final Admission 18:30)

ADMISSION FEE

5,000 Won for Adult

HOMEPAGE

https://www.kimchikan.com
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1. This is a picture of refrigerator that includes three different kinds of Kimchi for visitors to taste-test.
2. This is a picture of open garden on 5th floor.
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